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Abstract— Polishing is one of the oldest processing method 

used to generate smooth and shiny surface. This smoothness 

is obtained by rubbing the surface with the polishing 

particles with a rotating disk. Polishing particles removes 

small elements of the surface and make them smooth. In a 

bar polishing machine polishing wheel spins at high speed in 

a plane perpendicular to the surface to be machined. The 

depth of cut is governed by the sliding motion of cutter 

carrier. In this machine three motors are used, one is used 

for spin the tool and other two are used for sliding tool post 

in two directions. The tool is travel in three directions (X, Y, 

Z direction). The 0.25HP and 1550 rpm motor is used for 

the rotating the tool. The tool used for polishing is Flap disc 

with 80 and 120 grade. Flat shaped square or rectangular 

solid as well as drilled work piece are polished by this 

machine. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days it is necessary to increase production rate 

continuously in order to achieve higher production rates 

with minimal of human input, there is need to develop 

innovative machinery to cater the above needs. Polishing 

operation is mainly done on the face of the components 

which is similar to polishing with the view to improve the 

surface finish of the components. The polishing operation is 

presently done by mounting an abrasive disk on the spindle 

of a hand grinder and feeding this rotating disk against the 

job surface. 

Polishing is the process of creating a smooth and 

shiny surface by rubbing it or using a chemical action, 

Polishing is often used to enhance the looks of an item, 

prevent contamination of instruments, remove oxidation, 

create a reflective surface, or prevent corrosion. In 

metallographic and metallurgy, polishing is used to create a 

flat, defect-free surface for examination of a metal’s 

microstructure under a microscope. Silicon-based polishing 

pads or a diamond solution can be used in the polishing 

process. Polishing stainless steel can also increase the 

sanitary benefits of stainless steel. In the Bar Polishing 

Machine polishing wheel spins at high speed in a plane 

perpendicular to the surface to be machined, which ensures 

the flatness of the surface machined and also the parallelism 

of the opposite surfaces of job being machined. The depth of 

cut is governed by the sliding motion of cutter carrier in the 

downward direction whereas the wobbling action achieved 

by the combined rotary and eccentric motion of the work 

table ensures that even machining takes place all over the 

surface. To ensure that the complete surface is machined the 

table slide is provided.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Shrikant B,Pawar, “Design and Fabrication of bar polishing 

machine” International research journal of engg. and 

technology(IRJET),Vol.:03 issue: 06 june 2016. There are a 

lot of inaccuracies present on the surface of workpiece. So, 

from this project we reduced that all inaccuracies, burs by 

using bar polishing machine.  

 J.Erinle, O.O.Awopetu. Development of 

metallographic specimen polishing machine 2011. The 

machine has ability to grind and polish any kind of metals, 

simple to operate and required minimum maintenance.  

Yang Heran, Sun Xingwei, “Contact analysis for 

the process of dual abrasive belt polishing screw curved 

surface” international congress of information and 

Communication technology (ICICT), issue: 2017. The 

contrast of strain and stress between single and dual belts 

has been done to verify the superiority of dual belt polishing 

technology. 

Prof. Gohil, (2014) published paper on the Design 

Of Lead screw Mechanism For Vertical Door Wrapping 

Machine says about lead screw  selection in design of lead 

screw selection criteria are proposed and gives design for 

lead screw. They also give criteria of screw diameter for 

various length selection of lead screw. In this paper they 

also explained design mechanism of lead screw. 

III. DESIGN DATA 

A. Diagram 

The figures given below shows the details of belt polishing 

machine 

 
Fig. 1: Belt polishing Machine 

B. Construction and working 

The machine consists of motor, pulleys, belt, rotating shaft, 

ball bearing, speed regulator, metal clip, and metal casing.  

All of these components are assembled to form the polishing 

machine. The motor use is of 0.5HP. The speed is display 

with the help of LED screen. 
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C. Design 

Motor selection 

Total Load 

1) Pulley: 

Diameter: 0.098m 

Length: 0.114m 

Mass=density*volume 

=7860*(3.14/4)*0.0982*0.114) 

=6.75kg 

2) Shaft 

Diameter: 0.015m 

Length: 0.175m 

Mass=density*volume 

=7860*(3.14/4)*0.0152*0.175) 

=0.243kg 

Total Load=6.75+0.243 

                  =6.99kg 

                  = 6.99*9.81 

                  =68.6N 

Now pulley velocity 

                V=R*W 

               =0.049*149.22 

              v   =7.312 m/s 

Input power=load*velocity 

                      =68.6*7.312 

                       =501.6 W 

Now assume velocity of flat belt is 0.96 

        Output power=Input power*efficiency 

                               =501.6*0.96 

                               =481.536 W 

Hence we select the motor of 0.5hp. 

Tensions in the Belt- 

                      N1=Speed of motor in RPM 

                      N2=speed of polisher in RPM 

                      D1=Diameter of motor pulley in mm 

                      D2= diameter of polisher pulley in mm 

N1/N2 =D2/D1 

1425/N2 =0.098/0.098 

N2 = 1425 RPM 

Hence the speed of the both pulleys are same 

Θ  = 180 degree 

V =( Π*DN/60) 

   = 7.312 m/s 

Length of belt 

                    =(Π/2)(D+d)+2C+((D-d)2/4) 

                    =907.87mm 

T1/T2 =e^μΘ 

           =4.343 

(Since, 

 μ=0.54-(0.712/(2.542+V)) 

        T1=4.343T2 

NOW, 

P= (T1-T2)*V 

  373= (4.343T2-T2)*7.312  

T2=15.25N 

Therefore,  

           T1=66.27N 

Where, 

    µ= Coefficient of friction between belt and pulley   

    Ѳ= Angle of contact on the motor pulley in radian (Ѳ)   

   T1=Tension in the tight side of the belt in Newton ( )  

   T2= Tension in the slack side of the belt in Newton ( ) 

D. Design of Shaft 

 
Fig. 2: Shaft 

Material: MS 

Syt = 250 N/mm2 

FOS=3 

Θ = 180 degree 

Shear stress= (0.5 * syt)/fos 

= (0.5 * 250)/3 

= 66.67N/mm2 

IV. CONCLUSION 

There are a lot of inaccuracies present on the surface of 

work piece. So, from this project we reduced that all 

inaccuracies, burs by using bar polishing machine. We get 

shiny and smooth surface. It also removes scratches from 

the surface of specimen. Negligible metal removed by using 

this belt polishing machine. Dimensional inaccuracies, tool 

marks, uneven polishing are on the surface of work piece are 

reduced from this project. We get up to range of 10-15µ 

surface finish using this belt polishing machine. After using 

that machine there is no requirement of further machining 

and component can be directly used in assembly. Parallelism 

of two opposite faces is also obtained by this machine. So 

from this project we get required smooth surface finish and 

remove irregularities from the surface.  
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